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Abstract
Cu2ZnSnSe4 thin films were synthesised by selenisation of magnetron sputtered metal precursors. The band gap
determined from the absorption spectra increases from 1.01 eV at 300 K to 1.05 eV at 4.2 K. In lower quality films
photoluminescence spectra show a broad, low intensity asymmetric band associated with recombination of free electrons
and holes localised on acceptors in the presence of spatial potential fluctuations. In high quality material the luminescence
band becomes intense and narrow resolving two phonon replicas. Its shifts at changing excitation power suggest donoracceptor pair recombination mechanisms. The proposed model involving two pairs of donors and acceptors is supported
by the evolution of the band intensity and spectral position with temperature. Energy levels of the donors and acceptors
are estimated using Arrhenius quenching analysis.
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1. Introduction
Cu(InGa)Se2-based solar cells are currently leading
amongst thin film photovoltaic (PV) devices in terms of
conversion efficiency and stability. However low
estimated reserves of indium and gallium as well as their
high costs can cause problems for wide scale fabrication
of such cells. Therefore growing attention has made the
related semiconductor compound Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe)
[1], attractive as an Earth-abundant alternative. The
crystalline lattice of CZTSe is similar to the chalcopyrite
structure of Cu(InGa)Se2, where In/Ga are substituted by
alternating zinc (Zn) or tin (Sn) [1]. The electronic
properties of CZTSe are also similar to Cu(InGa)Se2
providing an opportunity to use for the CZTSe-solar
cells a number of technological solutions, originally
developed for Cu(InGa)Se2. The reported conversion
efficiency record for CZTSe-based solar cells exceeds
12% [2] making them potential candidates for the largescale production of thin film PV. However the level of
knowledge on CZTSe is very low. Although p-type
doping is believed to be achieved by intrinsic defects [1],
very little experimental evidence on their nature can be
found in the literature [3,4,5].
In this report we present an optical spectroscopy study
of thin films of CZTSe, demonstrate how improvements
in the structural quality of the material influences their
photoluminescence (PL) spectra narrowing the width of
the PL bands, revealing their fine details and providing
an opportunity to gain more information on the defect
energy levels and their nature. Using optical

transmission spectra the band gap energy has been
determined at 4.2 K and compared with the room
temperature value.
2. Experimental details
Thin p-type conductivity films of CZTSe were
fabricated by selenisation of precursors, deposited by
magnetron sputtering of high-purity (5N) elemental
targets of Cu, Zn and Sn on either Mo-coated or bare
soda-lime glass substrates kept at room temperature.
The selenisation was carried out for 15 min at 530oC in
a mixture of argon and Se vapour. More details on the
synthesis and results of basic characterisation of the
films including: scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
wavelength dispersive X-ray microanalysis (WDX), Xray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy and optical
transmission at room temperature have been reported
earlier [5]. Films with a thickness of 700 nm show good
lateral homogeneity of the elemental composition with
the ratios of the elements [Cu]/[Zn+Sn] = 1.05,
[Se]/[Cu+Zn+Sn] = 0.91, [Zn]/[Sn] = 0.94, in other
words a small excess of copper and deficiency of zinc
and selenium. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns and
Raman spectra revealed distinct peaks of CZTSe
suggesting that the material is free from secondary
phases. The photoluminescence (PL) measurements
were carried out using a 1 m focal length single grating
monochromator and the 514 nm line of a 100 mW Ar+
laser for excitation. Either a closed-cycle or liquid
helium cryostat was used for temperature resolved PL

measurements. The PL signal was detected by either an
InGaAs photomultiplier tube (PMT). The accuracy of
the spectral position measurements was of about 0.2
meV. More experimental details can be found in ref. [5].
3. Results and Discussion
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Fig. 1. The dependence of (αhν)2 on photon energy hν at 4.2
and 300 K (a); (1), (2) and (3) are normalised PL spectra
measured in three CZTSe films at 5 K (b).

The band gap of 1.05 eV is determined at 4.2 K by
extrapolating the linear part of (αhν)2 to the photon
energy axis hν. It demonstrates a significant increase of
40 meV in comparison to that at 300 K. Such increases
are considered to be due to thermal contraction of the
lattice and electron-phonon coupling [7]. No thermal
dependencies of the band gap of CZTSe can be found in
the literature as yet however in the chalcopyrite
compounds CuInSe2 and CuGaSe2 such shifts are
reported to be 20 meV and 42 meV, respectively [8].
Although all the examined films demonstrate similar
x-ray diffraction patterns, elemental composition and
absorption spectra their PL emission at 5 K reveals quite
different types of spectra as shown in Fig. 1(b). An
explanation could be that PL is significantly more
sensitive to defect types and concentrations as well as to
structural quality than x-ray diffraction, WDX and
absorption techniques so small variations in elemental
compositions unseen by these three methods can cause
dramatic changes in the PL spectra.
PL spectra of some films have an asymmetric, low
intensity and broad PL band with the maximum at 0.98
eV labelled in Fig. 1(b) as (1). Its full width at half
maximum (FWHM) is of about 90 meV. The low energy
slope of this band at 0.9 eV is modified by water
absorption. Variations in the excitation intensity (laser
power density from 1 to 20 Wcm-2) do not change the
band spectral position.
Other films reveal a much sharper and higher intensity
PL band, labelled in Fig. 1(b) as (2), with the maximum
also at 0.98 eV and the FWHM of 30 meV. Changes in
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To clarify the band gap energy (Eg) optical absorption
spectra α(hν) have been determined at 4.2 K using both
optical transmission and reflection data as described in
[6]. For direct allowed transitions α(hν) can be
represented as α=A(hν - Eg)1/2/hν, where A is a constant
and the band gap is Eg. Fig. 1(a) shows the dependence
of α(hν) on photon energy hν at 4.2 K and compares it
with that of measured at 300 K as reported earlier [5].

the laser power density from 1 to 5 Wcm-2 shift the
spectral position of this line (j-shift) with a rate of j = 7
meV per decade of excitation power density as can be
seen in Fig. 2(a). The band intensity quenches at
temperatures of 40 K as shown in Fig. 2(b). The band
with a maximum at 0.99 eV and FWHM is of 0.16 meV,
shown in Fig. 1(b) as (3), represents the third type of PL
spectrum. Its intensity significantly exceeds that of (1)
and (2). Fig.2(c) shows this band shifting with a rate of
j = 3 meV per decade of excitation intensity change. The
low energy slope of the band (3) shows peak (3)LO at
0.96 eV. This peak was assigned to the first phononassisted replica of the band (3) shifted by a longitudinal
optical (LO) phonon with energy of 28 meV [5]. The
band quenches at temperatures of 60 K as shown in Fig.
2(d).
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Fig. 2. Excitation intensity dependence of the type (2) PL
spectra (a), temperature dependence of the type (2) PL spectra
(b), excitation intensity dependence of the type (3) PL spectra
(c), temperature dependence of the type (3) PL spectra (d).

The excitation intensity and temperature dependence
analysis of PL bands help to identify recombination
mechanisms and the nature of defects associated with
these bands.
The dependence of the band (3) PL intensity I on the
excitation power density P has been fitted with I ~ P γ,
where the determined power coefficient γ ≈ 0.8 suggests
that this band is due to defects with energy levels in the
band gap [9]. Band (1) has an asymmetric shape with the
high-energy slope steeper than the low-energy one. At
changing excitation laser power density from 1 to 20
Wcm-2 this band does not change its shape. Jagomägi et
al. [10] observed a PL band with similar characteristics
in highly doped CuInTe2 single crystals. It was assigned
to a free-to-bound recombination (FB) of electrons from
the conduction band and holes localised at an acceptor
affected by spatial potential fluctuations. In multinary
compounds spatial non-uniformly of the elemental
composition on a micro-scale can result in the formation
of charged defects. At high concentrations such defects
create potential fluctuations broadening the defect levels
in the band gap and forming band tails. A semiconductor
is heavily doped if the average distance between the
defects is smaller than the Bohr radius. In
semiconductors with effective electron masses me
significantly smaller than that of holes mh (in CZTSe
with kesterite structure a theoretical ratio of the masses

Temperature quenching analysis from 5 K, carried in
the present study, demonstrates a remarkable two stage
quenching shown in Fig. 3(a). Neither one nor two
recombination channel quenching explain such
behaviour. The best fit of the experimental data points is
achieved assuming three recombination channels:
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where k is the Boltzmann constant whereas I0 (PL
intensity at the lowest temperature), Ea (activation
energy) and A (the process rate parameter) are fitting
parameters. The determined activation energies Ea1 = 7
± 2 meV, Ea2 = 13 ± 2 meV, Ea3 = 27 ± 3 meV are
estimates of energy distances of the defect levels from
either conduction (if the defect is a donor) or valence (if
the defect is an acceptor) band.
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mh/me ≈ 2.7 [11]) this condition is satisfied for donors at
much lower concentrations than acceptors. Thus we can
expect electrons to be free in the conduction band
whereas heavier holes are more likely to be localised at
acceptors. PL bands in heavily doped ternary and
quaternary semiconductors with chalcopyrite structure
exhibit such a characteristic asymmetric shape [10,12].
The spectral shape of the band (1) as well as its
excitation intensity behaviour suggest that the films are
heavily doped and the band can be assigned to the
recombination of electrons in the conduction band and
holes localised at an acceptor [9,11]. Grossberg et al. [3]
reported a similar band at 0.946 eV in the PL spectra of
CZTSe. This band has also been assigned to a FB
recombination. The ionisation energy Ea ≈ 70 meV of
the involved acceptor has been estimated from
temperature quenching analysis. The similarity of the
band (1) shape and proximity of its spectral position to
that reported in [3] suggests that similar acceptor type
defects can be responsible for the band (1).
Band (2) is significantly more intense and narrower
than (1). Both are indications of an improvement of the
structural quality and reduction of non-radiative
recombination due to lower defect concentrations. The
shifts of the band to higher energies with increasing
excitation power suggest a donor-acceptor pair (DAP)
type of recombination [13]. The band maximum spectral
position hmax can be found as: hmax = Eg – (Ea +Ed) +
e2/r, where Ed and Ea are the donor and acceptor
ionisation energies, respectively, r is the distance
between the donor and acceptor and  is the static
dielectric constant. The last term represents the
Coulomb interaction between the donor and acceptor.
Once the excitation power rises the average distance
between them becomes smaller increasing the Coulomb
interaction energy and hmax. The evolution of the PL
spectra with temperature increase from 5 K to 40 K is
shown in Fig. 2(b). An Arrhenius temperature
quenching analysis assuming one recombination
channel determines an activation energy of 30 ± 3 meV
which is an estimate of the ionisation energy of a related
defect. The strongly asymmetric shape of the band (2)
and significant rate of the j-shift however could be
indications of a FB related transition, similar to that of
(1) but with a lower average depth of potential
fluctuation [10].
Band (3) is significantly more intense and narrow than
(2) suggesting a better structural quality of the material
due to lower defect concentrations. The j-shift of 3 meV
per decade for (3) indicates that this band is associated
with a DAP recombination. This shift is smaller than 7
meV per decade for (2) demonstrating that the level of
compensation in the (3)-type films is lower. Due to the
smaller FWHM in (3) phonon assisted transitions as
well as an excitonic feature appear in the PL spectra [5].
A model including a single DAP recombination
channel has been proposed in ref. [5] to interpret band
(3). This model, based on temperature quenching
analysis at temperatures above 10 K, suggested the
presence in the type (3) films an acceptor level at 27
meV from the valence band and a donor level at 7 meV
from the conduction band.
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Fig.3. Arrhenius plot of the band (3) intensity quenching, □
experimental data, ▬ fitted line (a), dependence of the band
(3) spectral position on temperature (b).
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To interpret the quenching we propose a model
including two DAP recombinations. At 5 K band (3)
represents emission from two DAP1 and DAP2 which
have close spectral positions and therefore are not
resolved in the PL spectra in Fig. 2(d). Temperature,
increasing from 5 to 10 K, ionises the first acceptor in
DAP1 and quenches this band leaving in the spectrum
DAP2 at a slightly lower energy. This quenching stage
is described by the first term of Eq. (1) associated with
the acceptor level at 13 meV above the valence band.
This interpretation is supported by the band (3) spectral
shift towards lower energies as shown in Fig. 3(b). At
10 K the band (3) represents only DAP2. The donor
level in DAP2, at 7 meV below the conduction band,
ionises as temperature rises from 10 to 30 K
transforming DAP2 into FB, recombination of free
electrons with holes localised at the second acceptor at
27 meV above the valence band. It is supported by the
gradual shift of (3) to higher energy. This acceptor is
probably also associated with the bands (1) and band (2)
acceptor levels in the PL spectra of the lower quality
films. Ionisation of the second acceptor takes place at
temperatures above 30 K. The donor associated with
DAP1 does not participate in emission after the
ionisation of the first acceptor. Therefore we cannot
determine its ionisation energy using quenching
analysis. Taking in account the proximity of the spectral

positions of DAP1 and DAP2 its level could be 20 meV
below the conduction band.
Our analysis demonstrates that this material contains
a number of different types of very shallow defects,
donors as well as acceptors. The elemental composition
and absorption spectra are not sensitive to examine these
defects whereas PL is a better technique for their
analysis. Significantly more information can be gained
by studying high structural quality material with low
defect concentration. At high concentrations the width
of the emission bands increases whereas their intensity
drops due to rising non-radiative recombination
processes making difficult accurate optical spectroscopy
measurements.
Conclusion
The band gap, determined from absorption spectra,
increases from 1.01 eV at 300 K to 1.05 eV at 4.2 K. PL
spectra of CZTSe films show different types of bands: a
broad asymmetric low intensity band at 0.98 eV, not
shifting with changing excitation power and assigned to
free-to-bound recombination of electrons from the
conduction band and holes localised at an acceptor
affected by spatial potential fluctuations. At lower
defect concentration the band increases its intensity and
narrows resolving two phonon assisted transitions and
excitonic features. Excitation power shifts the band at
rates of 7 or 3 meV per decade, suggesting donoracceptor pair (DAP) recombination mechanisms. For the
highest quality films a model including two DAP
transitions is proposed, energy levels of the donors and
acceptors are determined using an Arrhenius quenching
analysis. The evolution of the band spectral position
with temperature supports the model.
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